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WORD FROM PMI
LEBANON CHAPTER
In	January	2020,	PMILC	board	initiated	the	first	coffee	meet	up	entitled:	 
Project Managers “In Crisis”. During the session, we discussed the role of the project 
manager during times of crisis and how we can have a positive impact in times  
of high turbulence.

Little did we know about what the next 18 months would bring: a pandemic that 
disrupted all our life and practices, a huge explosion in Beirut, and an ongoing  
severe economic crisis.

Facing all this, we, as Lebanese project management community, wonder what should 
be done amid this unprecedented chaos. Can we still practice what we know when 
everything seems so volatile and planning seems unrealistic? Can we still make a difference?  
Is the only option to leave in search for more stable ground?

RESILIENCE. Resilience, in its positive sense, is what comes to mind when I think of all what’s going on.  
Yes, we are meant to be the change makers in our teams, our companies and our society. 

PMI, as it moves forward to PMI 4.0, puts the biggest focus on enabling change makers to make an impact  
in the world around them.

As PMILC board, we want to practice “resilience” by launching new initiatives and events to keep giving value  
to our community and contribute in maintaining our community’s role as drivers of change and good 
governance both in the corporate and public domains.

My volunteering experience, as a board member since 2018, and involvement in PMILC keep on inspiring me 
to be a better leader and change maker. Therefore, I encourage you to stay involved in our upcoming monthly 
talks, coffee meet ups, professional development series and other events.

Paul Farhat  
VP of Governance
PMI Lebanon Chapter

www.pmilebanonchapter.org
00961 70 977 078

www.pmilebanonchapter.org


MONTHLY TALKS
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Introduction to the PMBOK Guide 7th Edition
by Ms. Greta Blash  

DATE:  April 29, 2021  /  TIME:  6:30PM   
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Ms. Greta Blash was the speaker for the month of April 2021  
and she presented a session about "Introduction to the PMBOK  
Guide 7th Edition".

MORE INFO APR

JUN

Remote Karaoke: Let’s Elevate Our Project Management 
Technology Quotient- PMTQ
 by Ms. Priya Patra  
 
DATE:  June 24, 2021  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Ms. Priya Patra was the speaker for the month of June 2021 and she 
presented a session about "Remote Karaoke: Let’s Elevate Our Project 
Management Technology Quotient- PMTQ".

MORE INFO

Fantastic Tools and Where to Find Them 
by Dr. Simona Bonghez and Mr. Fabio Rigamonti  

DATE:  May 27, 2021  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Dr. Simona Bonghez and Mr. Fabio Rigamonti were the speakers for the 
month of May 2021 and they presented a session about "Fantastic Tools 
and Where to Find Them".

MORE INFO MAY

https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/pmbok_7th_edition.pdf?v=da8cf517-4db4-4468-b5e9-602c52b80558
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/may-2021---fantastic-tools-and-where-to-find-them.pdf?v=9b197bf5-36a5-4b13-bd68-8cb22046c7d2
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/remote-karaoke-lets-elevate-your-pmtq-1.pptx?la=en&v=dd3d26bc-f5e1-4e7e-9ae2-2f609b2dbb17
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APRIL: Building Better Teams for Successful Projects Using The Four Sights Model

DATE:  April 12, 2021  /  TIME:  6:30PM till 8:00 PM   
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

The	session	started	with	an	overview	on	the	Four	Sights	Model;	the	Thinking	Profile	contributing	to	successful	
Team Work within Projects and consequently to a High-performing team. Members shared their experience  
and knowledge and how the model fosters innovative team work and that a person may possess the four 
thinking characteristics, but he/she tends to work with the most distinctive way of thinking. In addition,  
further elaboration took place on how effective were your teams performing when utilizing each member’s 
thinking	profile,	what	type	of	profile	you	think	the	project	manager	should	be	and	who	is	more	involved	 
in the project’s success.

COFFEE MEET-UP

MAY: Conflict Management Techniques

DATE:  May 17, 2021  /  TIME:  6:30PM till 8:00 PM   
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

In	May	coffee	meet	up,	members	discussed	how	do	they	manage	conflict	at	work	and	effective	conflict	
management techniques which they have used and those they recommend. Discussions took place on how  
the	team	members	are	encouraged	to	resolve	conflicts	among	themselves	with	a	very	open	and	collaborative	
mind,	that	the	team	members	need	to	rise	above	their	personal	emotions	while	resolving	conflicts	and	they	
need	to	think	about	the	final	goals	of	the	project	or	work	in	hand.	Members	explained	how	communication,	
promoting team work spirit, emotional intelligence, listening and rising above the problem are some  
of the useful and effective techniques.

JUNE: People: A fundamental Element Linking Strategy Design to Delivery

DATE:  June 17, 2021  /  TIME:  6:30PM till 8:00 PM   
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

The session started with an overview on Brightline an initiative by PMI to assist organizations in bridging  
the gap between strategy design and delivery. The attendees initiated the talk by inquiring how does 
management	define	the	organization’s	strategy	and	how	do	they	identify	the	business	need	and	the	 
purpose of transformation. Various discussions took place on how can the organization identify and address 
transformation while ensuring consistency in the workplace, keeping employees involved and most important 
integrating transformation into the company’s culture. Throughout the discussion, it was emphasized that the 
most important resource in turning ideas into reality are people who are referred to as the "strategy in motion"   
as per the Brightline initiative and that people form the link between strategy design and delivery.
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The PMI Lebanon is glad to announce the launch of virtual professional development series starting  
the 6th of July for three days (6th, 8th and 13th of July). 

The Virtual Professional Development Series: Latest Trends in Project Management is designed to provide  
you with tools, techniques and methodologies in project management. You will learn about the most recent  
and up to date project technologies and you will also be introduced to the latest trends and tools.
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COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
MR. MOSTAPHA HELOU
CURRENT ROLE:  
Senior Project Manager

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
Bachelor of Engineering, Computer and Informatics

PMILC MEMBER SINCE: 
2014

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
IT, Networking, Geographic Information System, Telecom, Biometrics, and Coaching & Training

TESTIMONIAL:  
For all the events that I have attended and contributed to, PMI LC is doing a great job especially the 
Professional Development Days. I really hope we would have the professional development days soon  
as they are a great networking opportunity and means of advancement and they would contribute vastly  
to promote PMI values and standards

NEXT MEMBER 



COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
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MR. NIDAL ELAYACHE
CURRENT ROLE:  
MIS consultant - Freelancer

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
MBA in technology management, Information Systems Specialization from  
the University of Minnesota, Strategic Leadership & Management Specialization 
from The University of Illinois, AWS Fundamental Specialization from Amazon 
Web Services and Agile Development from the University of Virginia.

PMILC MEMBER SINCE: 
July 2020

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Construction projects, ERP solutions, and IT security solutions

TESTIMONIAL:  
It is my honor to be a member of PMI Lebanon Chapter, I have attended several fruitful events  
and presentations prepared by PMI Lebanon Chapter. During this period, I met a lot of professionals  
from different domains and all the discussions were an added value to all members. I am proud to be a member 
of PMI Lebanon Chapter and I always encourage my colleagues and my friends to join PMI and PMI Lebanon  
Chapter	because	it	is	definitely	will	have	a	backbone	to	assist	you	in	your	career	life	cycle.	



1. How do you describe the role of project manager to your friends and family?

As ‘le chef d’orchestre’. He / she does not play himself / herself an instrument but makes the others musicians 
play well, correctly, in a coordinated and timely manner. If one musician plays wrong, the whole performance  
is at risk. A project manager is not the boss of the project team. He / she may not have the power to take 
decisions but has the duty to make those decisions taken by the persons in charge.

2. How do you apply and benefit from your management skills in your life?

In my professional life: clear objectives, adequate planning, risk management and good communication.
In	my	personal	life:	same	concepts	to	be	applied,	but	with	much	more	flexibility.

3. How did project management credentials help in advancing your career and knowledge?

It’s	a	highly	appreciated	‘carte	de	visite’	as	an	entry	point.	It	provides	confidence	in	your	skills	to	your	contacts.	
By	giving	you	the	tools	to	succeed	in	managing	projects,	it	will	definitely	be	a	major	asset	in	your	professional	
success. By applying project management principles in every day engagements, you cannot but succeed.

4. Can you share with us a successful project you have worked on and its lessons learned?

‘Successful’ project may have different meanings: within the time frame, or the estimated budget, or reached 
its objectives regardless of other criteria,,…

Many projects were closed after major delays or over budget or unreached objectives and still  considered  
as successful. So ‘successful’ is very relative.

I will mention a successful project based on its complexity. It is about the implementation of a core banking 
application in a big bank. The whole bank was involved. 
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DR. ANDRE GHOLAM
CURRENT JOB / TITLE: 
Managing Director - Logica

INDUSTRY: 
IT consulting, auditing and security

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS: 
PhD in Information Systems, Engineer, CISA, CISM, CRISC, CDPSE, ISO27002, ITIL

INTERVIEW

CONTINUE READING 



The main challenges faced : resistance to change; multiple interfaces to be developed; business processes 
to be reviewed; data migration; several players with different backgrounds, objectives, culture and countries; 
technical incompatibility between systems; irregular management support; high unrealistic hopes; total revamp 
of the infrastructure. However, it was completed within acceptable time and budget variances with almost all 
objectives reached due to 2 persons. A high management member who took full sponsorship of the project  
and the excellent relation and communication with the project manager.

5. Any advice and recommendation you can give to other project managers?

Some of the most important recommendations are:

• Never stop learning, developing and improving yourself.

• Communication skills are essential for PMs : know how to listen, talk and write.

• Have a high convincing power.

• Necessity of detailed planning and follow-up.

• Have	clearly	defined	and	validated	objectives.	

• Avoid moving-targets projects. Accept to deliver the projects in phases, go by version, never wait  
   for a perfect solution that will never come. 

• Share information and keep all the project team and stakeholders on the same level of understanding  
   and information about the project.

• Assess risks in all its aspects.

• Implement proper governance and quality control.

INTERVIEW
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WELCOMING 
NEW MEMBERS
1. Mr. Youssef Mourad

2. Mr. Hussein Rida

3. Mr. Jihad Boueri

4. Mr. Ralph Morkos

5. Ms. Miriam Assaad

6. Mr. Alain Serhan

7. Mr. Mohammed Al Mohammed Al Sibahi

8. Mr. Fadi Yazigi

9. Mr. Rudolf Khoury

10. Mr. Baker Halawi

11. Mr. Paul Awkar

12. Ms. Marie Joe Chahine

13. Ms. Mariam Adra

14. Mr. Jean Al Jurdy

15. Mr. Abdul Rahman Baba

Welcoming new members who have joined the chapter in Q2 2021

16. Mr. Ali Barakat

17. Ms. Jessica Aoun

18. Mr. Roy El Rahy

19. Mr. Mustapha El Rashidi

20. Mrs. Elissar AbdulKhalek

21. Mr. Charbel Khadra

22. Ms. Raymond Karout

23. Mr. Mohammad Fawwal

24. Mr. Ali Hamdar

25. Mrs. Lara Harake Fakih 

26. Mr. Yaacoub Ishak

27. Mr. Ahmad Haidar Fakhreddine
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PMI NEWS
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Digital Transformation (DX) provides the critical response needed by organizations to meet rising customer 
expectations, deliver scalable, individualized experiences, and respond to market forces with ever increasing 
levels of business agility. Technologies like cloud computing, robotics, AI and big data combined with optimized 
operating models enable organizations to drive innovation and respond to internal and external events quicker 
and cheaper than ever before.

READ MORE

Article from Ethics Bistro Blog:

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
AND ETHICAL DECISIONS
by Kimberly Whitby, Simona Bonghez, Karthik Ramamurthy, Alankar Karpe, Fabio Rigamonti,  
Mohamed Hassan, Valerie Denney, John Watson, Deepa Bhide, Amany Nuseibeh, Enrique Cappella, 
Gretta Kelzi, Albert Agbemenu, Rocio Briceno, Majeed Hosseiney

MORE NEWS 

https://www.projectmanagement.com/blog-post/67692/Digital-Transformation---Ethical-Decisions-


PMI NEWS
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PMBOK® GUIDE – SEVENTH EDITION

PMI FACT FILE
31 May 2021 Numbers:

The PMBOK guide 7th edition has been released; it:
• Reflects	the	full	range	of	development	approaches	(predictive,	traditional,					 
   adaptive, agile, hybrid, etc.)
• Provides an entire section devoted to tailoring the development approach  
   and processes
• Expands the list of tools and techniques in a new section, “Models, Methods,  
   and Artifacts”
• Focuses on project outcomes in addition to deliverables
• Integrates with PMIstandards+™ for access to content that helps the user  
   apply the PMBOK® Guide on the job

Including both The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide, this modern edition presents  
12 principles of project management and eight project performance domains critical for the effective delivery 
of project outcomes. 

For more details and to download PMBOK 7th edition:

PMBOK 7TH EDITION STANDARDSPLUS

For more details on standardsplus

MORE DETAILS

https://www.projectmanagement.com/blog-post/69422/May-2021-PMI-Fact-File-Stats
https://standardsplus.pmi.org/
https://www.pmi.org/pmbok-guide-standards/foundational/pmbok


PMI EVENTS
SEMINARSWORLD VIRTUAL: JULY 
12 – 15 July 2021 |  Live Virtual Workshop

Join our expert SeminarsWorld® instructors virtually to network and learn with your peers in small-group,  
topic-intensive seminars aligned with the PMI Talent Triangle® while you earn up to 28 PDUs and 2.8 
Continuing Education Units. Build your career with these real-time online project management courses.  
Join	us	and	benefit	from	tools,	templates,	and	tactics	you	can	use	right	away.

MORE DETAILS REGISTER NOW
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https://www.pmi.org/events/seminarsworld/seminarsworld-july-2021
https://registration.experientevent.com/ShowPMI211/Flow/ATT#!/registrant//Member/



